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work. On this account the teachings of Price-Brown ought to
be read witih more than ordinary interest. His book is written
more particularly for the general practitioner, and therefore
fills up a ga) heretofore unoccupied to any great extent."-
Mcaritime iMiedical Iews, Halifax, N.S.

" In this work the author lias afforded the general practitioner
a good guide to assist him in the treatment of diseases of the
nose and throat : and-offered him that aid tc a knowledge in
which lie acknowledges himiself deticient. Having been engaged
in the general practice of medicine for twenty years, and in
special practice for ten years, lie lias fully appreciated the nieeds
and wanits of the physician unacquainted with diseases of the
nose and throat, and lie lias certainly filled this hiatus in the
book before us. The illustrations are numerous and well made,
and their selection lias been very judicious."-St. Louis Med1icct
a(nil Stbrgical Jouwnal, St. Louis, Mo.

" It is a compact work well adapted to the needs of the under-
graduate and of the general practitioner. There is au excellent
description of the anatomy of the Pose and throat, in which
the illustrations are largely taken from other writers ; but in-
cluded in the text are a numiber of colored plates taken froni
frozen sections in the Primrose Anatomical Mluseum of Toronto.
There is an excellent description of the different instruments
employed in nose and throat operations, and an absence of the
rare and more complicated operations which frequently fill the
pages of text-books of the nose and throat, and whicli are of
doubtful value to *the general practitioner and student."--Medi-
cize: A Monthly Joiatl of Mecicine and Surgery, Chicago.

"In a review of this work, one is inipressed vitli the interest-
ing way in which the author bas so completely dealt with his
subject. His treatment both medicinal and surgical is, in every
instance of the mnost approved form and that whicli is generally
recognized and practised by nmost of our own advanced workers
in this branch of niedicine and surgery, there being however,
many original therapeutie hints of undoubted value. The
text is clear, the illustrations are instructive and artistic, and
the literary tone is of the highest character. The book should
be received kindly by the profession at large (for vhom the
author especially intends it) and entliusiastically by those who
have a selective interest in this branch of Medico-surgical
science."-Annals of &'rgery, Philadelphia, Pa.
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